
Math 181 (section C1) Exam 3 Solution Fall 2012

1. (10 points) President Barack Obama was reelected on Nov 6, 2012 as the 44th
president of the United States. He was born August 4, 1961 in Hawaii state.
between 2004-2008 he represented Illinois in the US senate.

(a) Find the complete Illinois driver’s license number for the president Obama.

Solution: First we find the first three digits using the soundex coding sys-
tem as follows: by the first step we delete nothing (there is no h or w), then
we assign the numbers by the second step to get 01050. By step 3 we need to
delete adjacent letters with the same numeric values, in this case none, we still
have the value 01050. Since the first letter of the original name still present, we
delete it as well to get only bama with value 1050. now we delete the vowels to
get bm with value 15 and we directly retain the first three digits, which is only
15 and we append it with 0’s to get 150 and finally we add the first letter to get

O − 150

To find the last five digits of the number, we find first the last three digits of
the number=x = 31 × (month-1) + day. After we find x, we append the last
two digit of the year to x in order to get the last five digits., so we have

x = 31× (8− 1) + 4 = 221

so the last five digits are 61221 and the complete driver’s license number is

O − 150− 001− 61221

(Assuming the sequence is 001).
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(b) Find the complete Illinois driver’s license number for the first Lady, Michelle
Obama born January 17 ,1964:

As in part (a), we have already found the first 4 digits, we need only to find
the last five digits according to the formula x = 31 × (month-1) + day + 600,
therefore we have

x = 31× (1− 1) + 17 + 600 = 617

so the last five digits are 64617 and the complete driver’s license number is

O − 150− 001− 64617

(Assuming the sequence is 001).

(c) Find the date of birth and the sex for the following people with the following
last five digits of their driver’c license number:

(a) 8-1276.

Since the last three digits are less than 600, then we have the a male born
in 1981. To find the day and the month we use the formula month=q + 1
and the day = r, where q and r are the quotient and the reminder of di-
viding x (the last three digit) by 31. in our case we have 276 = 31(8) + 28,
therefore the month=q + 1 = 8 + 1 = 9 and the day=r = 28. The date of
birth is then September 28, 1981.

(b) 9-4788.

Since the last three digits are greater than 600, then we have the a fe-
male born in 1994. To find the day and the month we use the formula
month=q + 1 and the day = r, where q and r are the quotient and the
reminder of dividing x− 600 (the last three digit minus 600) by 31. in our
case we have 188 = 31(6) + 2, therefore the month=q + 1 = 6 + 1 = 7 and
the day=r = 2. The date of birth is then July 2, 1994. 2

2. ( 10 points) (a) What is the truth table of the proposition p→ q?

p q p→ q
T T T
T F F
F T T
F F T
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(b) Let p and q be the propositions:

p : ”You have the flu”

q : ”You miss the exam”

(a) Express the proposition p→ q as English sentence.
”If you the flu, then you miss the exam”.

(b) What is the contrapositive of the proposition p→ q? express it as English
sentence.
¬q → ¬p, then we have in English ”If you don’t miss the exam, then you
don’t have the flu ”.

(c) What is the converse of the proposition p→ q? express it as English sen-
tence.
q → p, then we have in English ”If you miss the exam, then you have the
flu”.

(d) What is the negation of the proposition p→ q? express it as English sen-
tence.
¬(p → q), then we have in English ”It is not the case that if you the flu,
then you miss the exam ” or equvalently ”you have the flu and you don’t
miss the exam”. 2

3. (10 points) (a) Find the missing digit in the following valid ISBN-10 code
a1 − 0728− 9905− 0.

Solution: We compute the formula for the ISBN-10, we have 10×a1+9×9+8×
7+7×2+6×8+5×9+4×9+3×0+2×5+1×0(mod11) = 10a1+209(mod10).
To get a valid ISBN-10 this should be 0 modulo 11, that is we need

10a1 + 209(mod11) = 0(mod11)

10a1(mod11) = −209(mod11)

10a1(mod11) = −0(mod11)

a1(mod11) = 0(mod11)

Therefore we have a1 = 0. The valid ISBN-10 is 0− 0728− 9905− 0.

(b) Check if 8− 44239− 02972− 1 is a valid UPC bar code.
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We compute the given fomula for the UPC code and check if it is indeed 0 mod-
ulo 10, we have 3×8+4+3×4+2+3×3+9+3×0+2+3×9+7+3×2+1(mod10) =
102(mod10) = 2(mod10) = 2. Therefore we have a invalid UPC bar code.
(c) Check if 0− 71121− 14416− 4 is a valid UPC bar code.

We compute the given fomula for the UPC code and check if it is indeed 0 mod-
ulo 10, we have 3×0+7+3×1+1+3×2+1+3×1+4+3×4+1+3×6+4(mod10) =
60(mod10) = 0(mod10) = 0. Therefore we have a valid UPC bar code. 2

4. (10 points) (3 Points) Decrypt the following word using the affine cipher with
a = 17, k = 23.

NYXS

Solution: We will need to use the given table 2 to find the multiplicative inverse
of a = 17(mod 26) which is a′ = 23, hence the decryption method is then given
by

m = a′ × (C − k)(mod 26)

so we have the following:

C N Y X T
C 13 24 23 19

23× (C − 23) -230 23 0 -92
15× (C − 19)(mod 26) 4 23 0 12

m e x a m

So the plaintext is the word ”exam”. 2

5. (10 Points) Encrypt the following statement using Vigenére cipher with keyword
”rain”:

KHIABSOVMIVT

Solution:

C K H I A B S O V M I V T
keyword r a i n r a i n r a i n

C 10 7 8 0 1 18 14 21 12 8 21 19
Keyword 17 0 8 13 17 0 8 13 17 0 8 13

m+keyword -7 7 0 -13 -16 18 6 8 -5 8 13 6
m + keyword(mod 26) 19 7 0 13 10 18 6 8 21 8 13 6

C t h a n k s g i v i n g
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So the plaintext is the word ”thanksgiving”. 2

6. (10 Points) (a) What is the encryption formula for the affine cipher?

C = a×m + k(mod26)

(b) How many different keys are there for the affine cipher?

Since we have 12 options for a and we have 26 options for k, then by the
fundamental principal of counting, we have in total 26×12 = 312 different keys.

(c) How could Eve break the affine cipher cryptosystem (that is, can she read
the encrypted message between Alice and Bob without knowing the key assum-
ing she has a fast computer?)
Since we have only 312 different keys, she can run the computer to decrypt the
ciphertext using every possible key until she recognize the correct message. 2

7. (10 Points) Let p, q and r be the propositions:

p : ”You have the flu”

q : ”You miss the final exam”

r : ”You pass the course”

(a) Express each of the following propositions as an English sentence:

(a) ¬p
”You don’t have the flu”.

(b) p→ q
”If you have the flu, then you miss the final exam”.

(c) ¬¬r
”It is not the case that you don’t pass the final exam”.

(d) q → ¬r
”If you miss the final exam, then you don’t pass the course”.

(e) (p→ ¬r) ∨ (q → ¬r)
”It is the case that if you have the flu, then you don’t pass the course or
the case that if you miss the final exam, then you don’t pass the course”.

(b) Write the following propositions using p, q and r and logical connectives:

(a) ”It is not the case that you pass the course”.

¬r
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(b) ”If you have the flu and you miss the final exam, then you don’t pass the
course”.

p ∧ q → ¬r

(c) ”You pass the course or you don’t miss the final, but not both”.

r ⊕ ¬q

(d) ”You don’t miss the final exam if and only if you pass the course”.

¬q ⇐⇒ r

(e) ”It is the case that you have the flu and miss the final or the case that you
don’t have the flu and you pass the course.”

(p ∧ q) ∨ (¬p ∧ r)
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